Abstract-Most current models of human and animal vision assume that the processes of vision involve 2D (or even 3D) internal representations of the external world -an iconic representation. Within these models, recognition involves some form of lineal, areal or volumetric comparison of these internal representations (either learned or innate) with current sensory inputs. However, this view has recently come under criticism. In this paper, a neural model of vision is explored in which this iconic world view is replaced by a temporally ordered trace of (essentially) local features. The model employs hierarchical, recurrently linked, self-organizing topological maps.
INTRODUCTION
One of the most striking features of the cortex is its seeming uniformity. Broadly speaking, the human cerebral cortex may be divided into four distinct regions: (1) the early and intermediate sensory areas, including the primary visual, auditory, and somatosensory regions and the surrounding association areas; (2) temporal 'integrative' cortices; (3) frontal 'integrative' cortices which include prefrontal neocortices; and (4) motor and pre-motor areas.
Within a given modality, related regions are interconnected in a stepwise manner, beginning with the primary sensory area, and then progressing sequentially through the parasensory and multimodal areas, and nally projecting to frontal association and paralimbic regions (Pandya and Seltzer, 1982a) .
The somatosensory, visual and auditory systems all have similar primary regions as well as similar association areas; the rst-, second-and third-order parasensory association areas.
The various areas are connected via long associative connections, while the study of the intrinsic connections of cortical areas within one speci c sensory modality show common organizational features relating to their origin and laminar terminations (Pandya and Seltzer, 1982b) .
As well as forward connections, numerous back connections are made between cortical areas. Van Essen and DeYoe (1995) cite a general principle that connections seem to be arranged in reciprocal pairs. For example, V1 projects to V2, and V2 projects back to V1. Most reciprocal pathways are asymmetrical with regard to the cortical layers in which connections originate and terminate, suggesting forward pathways with reciprocal feedback connections. In the visual system, there are strong feedback connections at every level beyond the optic nerve. The prevalence and systematic character of feedback loops suggest a dynamic, time-dependent system.
There exist multiple topological map structures in the cortex and other brain structures such as the cerebellum and certain nuclei. These include the ocular dominance columns, orientation columns, frequency columns, color maps, somatosensory patches and tonotopic maps.
In addition to sensory inputs, more cognitive areas of the brain also appear to be topologically mapped. Evidence for ne-structured mappings comes from indirect sources -cases of selective de cits as a result of strokes or brain injuries (Warrington and McCarthy, 1987) . As well, topological relationships have also been established in the frontal lobes (Fuster, 1985) .
Given this similarity of known structures, what neural computational principles can be used to guide us to a better understanding of the cortex, and hence to an understanding of cognition?
It is the aim of this paper to examine such neural structures in an attempt to understand some general neural 'computational' structures and principles, and ultimately to nd a bridge between collections of neurons and human behaviors.
Here, we further examine a neural model of vision which includes self-organizing maps, recurrent linkages at multiple levels, intra-modal and intermodal associative layers, and which is based on Hebbian learning.
Human vision system
Most current models of human vision assume that spatial information is encoded directly, or explicitly, as two-or even three-dimensional representations. These models involve the storage of internal representations (either obtained via some learning process or as a result of innate structures) and the later comparison of these representations with sensory inputs. The comparison generally involves higher order (form-based) structures such as lines, angles, areas, moments, volumes and properties (Caelli and Bischof, 1997) . However, these models do not adequately account for a number of aspects of human vision.
The traditional view, the spatial-fusion model, has attempted to explain the perception we have of a complete and stable visual eld by postulating that the information from the retina at each xation is integrated spatially within the visual system. This model suggests that the full 180 degree eld of view that we appear
